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On the frozen trail Che freddo, 
morirò 
certamente

We read a passage from 
"White Fang" by Jack 
London, and we have 
identified moods…

Devo 
tenere 
duro

Sono disperato



Positive and negative emotions

Determination
Hope

Optimism
Courage

Fear
Hopelessness

Discouragement
Dejection

Worry

We have identified the moods of man of the story. 
Some of these emotions are opposite.



Soddisfazione, 
contentezza, 
allegria, felicità.

Scontentezza, dispiacere, 
tristezza, infelicità, 
depressione.

Preoccupazione,agitazione, 
ansia, paura, terrore

Fastidio, 
irritazione, 
nervosismo, 
rabbia, furia 

Give a name to emotions



Draw emotions

paura

allegria

euforia

gioia

felicità

rabbia



Emotional viruses
Sometimes you can feel very strong and negative 

emotions





 In these cases it may be useful to have an emotional 
lifesaver

Ridicule

Look for
distractions

Talk to yourself

Turn on your
imagination

Bubble soap
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 Tell about a strong and negative emotion and find an 
emotional lifesaver



AH!!!

AH !!!

Ah   ah ah ah!!!!!!!!!!

Ridicule 1



Look for distractions

Sing and be
happy

Mum’s hug
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Turn on your imagination

Imagine the 
negative 

feeling like 
an animal
and think 
of a way to 
calm him 
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ANGER



A bucket of
water

A good ice
cream



FEAR



A tasty carrot

A dress to feel a 
superhero



SADNESS



A handkerchief to 
wipe the tears

A tasty eucalyptus
branch

A slice of cake



Talk to yourself
Find words that help to control 
anger
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Viruses that increase anger

exaggerate

generalize

pretend

misunderstanding



It's not the end 
of the world

I can not always 
expect to be satisfied

Thoughts that can make you feel 
better and control anger

Not everyone is 
against me

It is more useful 
to look for a 
remedy rather 
than feel 
resentment



Thoughts that take away the fear



Thoughts that can make you feel less sad



Soap bubbles
Imagine having a big straw for making soap bubbles. 
Put your worries inside each bubble and watch the 
bubbles fly away and disappear
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FEAR

SADNESS

ANGER

WORRY


